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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method to reduce the expenses of bridge piers retrofitting according to their performance.
Performance-based engineering is the modern approach to earthquake resistant design, where the bridge pier
performance is first evaluated, then concrete jacketing is utilized in order to attain the determined performance
level. Bridge piers are analyzed using OpenSees software, in which the confining effect of concrete jacketing
on the core concrete is modeled. Procedure A of ATC-40 code is incorporated in MATALAB programming
software to calculate the performance point of piers. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) method is used to get
the optimum cost of retrofitting considering the limitations of ATC-40 for different performance levels by
interaction of OpenSees and MATLAB software. Compared to an average non-violated design, an optimum
solution with 54.8% cost reduction was suggested, complying with all the practical design criteria.
KEYWORDS: Bridge piers, Concrete jacket, Retrofitting, Pushover, Performance.

Existing reinforced concrete (RC) structures can be
strengthened by using various jacketing methods. Three
such methods include concrete, steel and Fiber
Reinforced Polymer (FRP) jacketing. Concrete jackets
are constructed by enlarging the existing cross-section
with a new layer of concrete and reinforcement (Ersoy
et al., 1993). Concrete-jacketed columns have similar
requirements
of
construction
of
formwork,
reinforcement detailing and concrete casting (Haveez,
2008). Deformation capacity is critical for structural
seismic activity and must be carefully designed to
satisfy performance-based deformation demands. The

INTRODUCTION
Piers play a significant role in preventing failure of
bridges exposed to earthquake effects. In particular,
concrete columns with inadequate lateral reinforcement
contribute highly to catastrophic collapse of bridges.
Many techniques having been used in retrofit design are
based mainly on experimental testing of scaled down
models of bridge structures (Saadatmanesh et al., 1996).
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deformation-based approach to the design of confining
steel for RC columns has been extensively investigated
(Gu et al., 2012).
In this study, a pushover analysis is used to
investigate the structure response. The objective is to
evaluate drift demands as well as component
deformation and force demands while pushing the
structure to the expected displacement under the design
earthquake, known as the target displacement. These
demands are then compared to acceptable values to
assess performance (Bozorgnia and Bertero, 2004).
Since economy of the design is also of great importance,
a meta-heuristic method of optimization is used to
minimize the retrofitting cost.

stress-stain curve. Hoshikuma et al. (1997) model
consisted of separate equations for the ascending and
descending portions of the stress-strain curve.
Mander's Model
Mander et al. (1988a) and Mander et al. (1988b)
proposed a constitutive model for confined concrete
with the lateral confinement provided by steel
reinforcement, as shown in Figure 1. It is based on the
axial compressive tests of concrete with quasi-static
strain rate and monotonic loading.

CONSTITUTIVE MODEL FOR CONFINED
CONCRETE
Confined concrete constitutive models have been
extensively studied since early in the 20th century. Li et
al. (2003) reported that Richart et al. (1928) and Richart
et al. (1929) were the first to study the nominal strength
of concrete under lateral confinement provided by either
hydrostatic pressure or spiral reinforcement. Kent and
Park (1971) proposed a parabolic stress–strain curve for
the ascending branch and a linear stress–strain curve for
the descending branch. Maguruma et al. (1978) later
proposed a model of two second-order parabola stress–
strain curves. Sheikh and Uzumeri (1980) and Sheikh
and Uzumeri (1982) proposed a stress–strain model in
which the peak stress is a function of the effective
confining stress, which was the confinement coefficient
times the confining stress. The confinement coefficient
depends on the configuration of the hoop reinforcement.
Park et al. (1982) modified Kent and Park's stress–strain
model by adding the effect of the confinement. Mander
et al. (1988a) and Mander et al. (1988b) then modified
the confined peak strength and proposed a functional
expression to represent the stress–strain curve.
Hoshikuma et al. (1997) also extended the relationship
proposed by Popovics (1973) and defined a secondorder parabola to represent the ascending portion of the
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Figure (1): Effectively confined core for circular
hoop reinforcement (Mander et al., 1988a)

As shown in Figure 2, when 0   c   cu , axial
compressive strength of concrete is expressed by Li et
al. (2003) as follows:

fc 

f cc xr
r 1  x r

(1)
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compressive strength and
is the effective lateral
is the elastic modulus of
confining stress. In Eq. (4),
concrete which can be assumed
= 5000
and
is the secant elastic modulus of concrete,
defined as
/ . In Eq. (5),
is the ultimate strain
of the confined concrete,
is the yield strength of the
is the ultimate strain of the
transverse reinforcement,
transverse reinforcement and
is the transverse steel
ratio. In Eq. (6),
is the confinement effectiveness
coefficient.
for circular spiral as reported by Haveez
(2008) is expressed as follows:

where
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where is clear spacing between spiral or hoop bars and
is the diameter of the spiral.
is the ratio of area of
longitudinal steel to area of the core of the section.

is the peak compressive strength of the
In Eq. (2),
confined concrete,
is the unconfined concrete

Figure (2): Stress-strain model proposed for monotonic loading of confined and
unconfined concrete (Mander et al., 1988a)
5) and proposed a model which is based on the
calculation of double confinement on the base column
and uses the existing model of Mander et al. (1988) to

Hafeez's Model
Hafeez (2008) investigated the experimental results
of Miller (2006) on concrete jacketing (Figures 3, 4 and
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calculate the confined concrete strength.

Figure (3): Rebar retrofit cages (Miller, 2006)

Figure (4): RC jacket before pouring (Miller 2006)
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Figure (5): Base column and rebar retrofitted cage
According to Haveez (2008), the calculation of
confinement effectiveness coefficient
for the core
concrete of base column is the sum of confinement
provided by the original spiral reinforcement of the base
column,
and the confinement effect due to the
:
external jacket,

k e  k e1  k e 2

longitudinal reinforcement, fall inside the core of the
base column, then the confinement effectiveness
coefficient needs to be calculated based on the geometry
of confining parabolas. On the other hand, if the
confining parabolas due to external transverse
reinforcement fall outside the core of the base column,
then the confining effect will be maximum. In the latter
case, the confinement effectiveness coefficient is taken
as unity, because the ratio of area of confined concrete,
to area of effectively confined concrete,
is 1.
Different parts of retrofitted column's section are shown
in Figure 6.

(8)

There are two probable cases for the area of concrete
confined by the jacket reinforcement in case of circular
RC jacketed columns. If the confining parabolas due to
external transverse reinforcement, originating from the

Figure (6): Different parts of retrofitted column's section (Haveez, 2008)
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Two key elements of a performance-based design
procedure are demand and capacity. Demand is a
representation of the earthquake ground motion.
Capacity is a representation of the structure's ability to
resist the seismic demand. Structure capacity is
represented by a pushover curve (Applied Technology
Council, 1996).
Pushover Analysis
Pushover is the process of pushing the structure
horizontally, with a prescribed loading pattern,
incrementally, until the structure reaches a limit state.
The capacity curve is generally constructed to represent
the first mode response of the structure based on the
assumption that the fundamental mode of vibration is
the predominant response of the structure (Applied
Technology Council, 1996). OpenSees program is used
to perform pushover analysis of the pier.
Analytical Model Verification
Contrary to concentrated plasticity models (elastic
element with rotational springs at element ends), Force-

Based Elements (FBEs) and Displacement-Based
Elements (DBEs) permit the spread of plasticity along
the element (distributed plasticity models). Distributed
plasticity models allow yielding to occur at any location
along the element, which is especially important in the
presence of distributed element loads (such as girders
with high gravity loads). The displacement-based
approach follows standard finite element procedures,
where section deformations are interpolated from an
approximate displacement field. The Principle of Virtual
Displacements (PVD) is then used to form the element
equilibrium relationship. Accuracy of the solution can
be improved only by increasing the number of elements
(Terzic, 2011). The pushover curves of analytical
models are illustrated in Figure 7 for different numbers
of DBEs. Hysteretic and pushover analysis results of
Haupt and Haupt (2004) and Chung (2000) experimental
column model using 10 DBEs are depicted in Figure 8.
To verify the analysis, pushover curves obtained using
DBEs were compared with experimental results
reported by Sung and Su (2010) as in Figure 9. It is
found, as shown, that the pushover curve for a model
consisting of 10 DBEs is in good agreement with the
pushover of experimental data.

Figure (7): Pushover curves of OpenSees analytical model using different numbers of DBE
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Figure (8): OpenSees analytical hysteretic loop and pushover curve using 10 DBEs

Figure (9): Comparison of experimental hysteretic loop of circular specimen (Haupt and Haupt, 2004;
Chung, 2000) with pushover analysis (Sung and Su, 2010)
specified ground motion. Application of the capacityspectrum technique requires that both demand response
spectra and structural capacity (or pushover) curves be
plotted in the spectral acceleration vs. spectral
displacement domain known as AccelerationDisplacement Response Spectra (ADRS) format. The

Performance Point
Conversion of Capacity Curve into Capacity Spectrum
Performance point represents the condition for
which the seismic capacity of the structure is equal to
the seismic demand imposed on the structure by the
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required equations to make such transformation are
(Applied Technology Council, 1996):

 N
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where
and are the modal participation factor
and modal mass coefficient for the first natural mode,
respectively. /g is the mass assigned to level i, ∅ is
the amplitude of mode 1 at level i. N is the uppermost

level of the structure. V is the base shear and W is the
building dead weight plus likely live load.  roof is the
roof displacement.
and
are spectral acceleration
and displacement, respectively.
Iterative Procedure A of ATC-40 to Find the
Performance Point
First, a trial performance point, (api, dpi), is selected
using equal displacement approximation. Then, bilinear
representation of capacity spectrum is developed to
estimate the effective damping and appropriate
reduction of spectral demand.
To construct bilinear representation, following the
procedure reported by Applied Technology Council
(1996) and shown in Figure 10, draw one line up from
the origin at the initial stiffness of the building. Draw a
second line back from the trial performance point. Slope
the second line such that when it intersects the first line,
at point (ay, dy), the area designated A1 in the figure is
approximately equal to the area designated A2.

Figure (10): Iterative procedure to find the performance point (Applied Technology Council, 1996)
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SR A 

SRv 

ultimate curvature ϕu corresponding to limit
compression strain εcu and the yield curvature ϕy. Thus:

3.21  0.68ln( eff )
,
2.12

3.21  0.41ln( eff )
,
1.65

eff   0  5 

63.7 (a y d pi  d y a pi )
a pi d pi
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(11)

5

The plastic curvature is assumed to be constant over
the equivalent plastic hinge length Lp, which is
calibrated to give the same plastic rotation ϕp as occurs
in real structures. From analysis and test results, a
reasonable estimate for the plastic length when a plastic
hinge is formed against the supporting member is given
by Eq. 14 (Priestley et al., 1996).

(12)

SRA and SRv are spectral reduction value in constant
acceleration and velocity range of spectrum,
respectively. Beff is effective viscous damping and  is
damping modification factor. If the demand spectrum,
obtained from 5% damped response spectrum (Figure
10) using spectral reduction values, intersects the
capacity spectrum within the acceptable tolerance of dpi
( 0.05d pi ), the trial performance point will be the
performance point. Otherwise, we select a new trial
point which is usually the intersection point of capacity
and demand in last iteration and the procedure repeats.

(13)

L p  0.08L  0.022f ye d bl  0.044f ye d bl , ( f

ye

in MPa) (14)

Here, L denotes the distance from critical section of
plastic hinge to the point of contraflexure, while dbl and
are diameter and yield strength of longitudinal
reinforcement, respectively. The plastic rotation is
therefore (Priestley et al., 1996):

 p  L p  p

Element and Component Acceptability Limit
Each element must be checked to determine whether
its individual components satisfy acceptability
requirements under performance point forces and
deformations (Applied Technology Council, 1996).
Inelastic response of component including plastic hinge
rotation is restricted to those determined in chapter 11 of
ATC-40.
The plastic curvature capacity ϕp as reported by
Priestley et al. (1996) is the difference between the

.

(15)

OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM DEFINITION
Problem Definition
The concrete structural design was further studied
aiming at minimizing cost. Thus, the mathematical
model includes an objective function F to be
minimized while satisfying all the constraints (g j). The
mathematical model is expressed in Equations 16 and
17.

Minimize

F (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 )  [ p form 3.5ext C j (x 1 )  3.5  p form 3.55.5ext C j (x 1 )  2.5
 p form 5.57.5ext C j (x 1 )  2.5  p form 7.510ext C j (x 1 )  (h  7.5)  pconc  A j (x 1 )  h
 psp  sp (x 3 , x 5 )  A j (x 1 )  h  p rebar  x 2  A rebar (x 4 )  st  h ]

(16)

Subject to

 g 1 : (Drift / 0.02)  1  0  Exterior design constraint

 g 2 : (Drift / 0.015)  1  0  Interior design constraint
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Note that the objective function in expression
(Priestley et al., 1996) is an economic function
expressed as the sum of unit prices multiplied by the
measurements of construction units (concrete, steel and
formwork) (Perea et al., 2008). The constraints in
expression (17) are the drift constraints necessary to
satisfy the objective performance level. Penalty function
is defined considering these constraints. Thus, the
exterior design constraint implies a force to the design
to enter the feasible region. The interior design
constraint forces the design to be active in the feasible
region. In the above expressions, x1 is the concrete jacket
thickness, is the number of longitudinal bars, x3 is the
spiral spacing,
is the longitudinal bar diameter and
is the spiral diameter. pform 3.5+ext, pform 3.5-5.5+ext,
pform 5.5-7.5+ext and pform 7.5-10+ext are formwork unit price for
different height levels (3.5, 3.5-5.5, 5.5-7.5 and 7.5-10
meters). pconc is the unit price of concrete of 25Mpa
compressive strength preparation and casting. psp is the

unit price for spiral preparation and installation
according to diameters. Prebar is the unit price of
longitudinal rebar preparation and installation. Cj (x1)
and Aj (x1) are the concrete jacket outer circumference
and cross-sectional area, respectively. h is the height of
column. Psp (x3, x5) is the volumetric ratio of spiral.
Arebar (x4) is the longitudinal reinforcement crosssectional area. ρst is the mass per unit volume of steel.
Design Variables
Five design variables define the geometry and
reinforcement set up for the column (Figure 11). These
are: concrete jacket thickness, number of longitudinal
bars, spiral spacing along the pier's column and the size
of spiral and longitudinal bars. It is worth noting that
variables are discrete, since practical considerations take
retrofitting of the columns into account. Table 1 shows
the values from which variables are selected.

Table 1. Concrete jacket design variables
Initial
Maximum
Step
value
value
size
Thickness (cm)
12
30
1
Number of longitudinal bars
8
38
1
Size of longitudinal bars (mm)
20
36
2
Spiral size (mm)
8
18
2
Spiral spacing (cm)
5
25
1

Figure (11): Design variables
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Number of variable
values
18
30
8
6
20

Jordan Journal of Civil Engineering, Volume 12, No. 4, 2018

The initial value of jacket thickness is obtained
considering 4 cm for cover concrete in jacket plus 3.6
cm the maximum diameter of longitudinal bar plus 4.4
cm space from the outer surface of base column. Since
the spiral should form the desired shape, the diameter of
spiral is considered smaller than that of longitudinal bar
and finally to be practical, the spiral spacing steps are
chosen not smaller than 1cm.

Cost Function
The objective function considered is the cost
function defined in expression (16). The cost function
includes the main expenses of retrofitting; namely steel
works, concrete and formwork. The basic prices which
are given in Table 2 have been obtained from the Iran
basic unit price of buildings (1388).

Table 2. Basic prices
No.

Description

060301

Preparation and installation of steel formwork for four-sided
columns up to the height of 3.5 m
Preparation and installation of steel formwork for four-sided
columns with the height of 3.5-5.5 m
Preparation and installation of steel formwork for four-sided
columns with the height of 5.5-7.5 m
Preparation and installation of steel formwork for four-sided
columns with the height of 7.5-10 m
Extra price to the rows 060301-060304 for curved faces
Preparation, cutting, bending and installation of ribbed bar
type Aш up to the diameter of 10 mm
Preparation, cutting, bending and installation of ribbed bar
type Aш with the diameter of 12-18 mm
Preparation, cutting, bending and installation of ribbed bar
type Aш with the diameter of 20 mm or greater
Preparation and casting concrete of 25 MPa compressive
strength

060302
060303
060304
060804
070204
070205
070206
080106

Measurement
unit
m²

Unit price
(Rial)
65900

m²

74900

m²

84000

m²

94700

m²
kg

43000
8040

kg

6360

kg

6120

m³

441500

APPLYING PARTICLE SWARM
OPTIMIZATION (PSO)

Design Constraints
The objective here is to retrofit the pier to satisfy the
performance objective criteria of Life Safety (LS) when
exposed to the design earthquake according to Iran
codes. In ATC-40, the maximum drift limitation is
defined to be equal to 0.02. To get the optimum solution
in this study, the solutions which result in drift more than
0.02 and less than 0.015 are doubly penalized. The more
the difference between drift value and 0.02, the more the
value of penalty function.

The PSO algorithm was originally proposed by
Kennedy and Eberhart (1995). It is based on the
behavior of a colony or swarm of insects, a flock of birds
or a school of fish. The word particle may denote, for
example, a bee in a colony or a bird in a flock. Each
individual or particle in a swarm behaves in a distributed
way using its own intelligence and the collective or
group intelligence of the swarm. As such, if one particle
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discovers a good path to food, the rest of the swarm will
also be able to follow the good path instantly even if
their location is far away in the swarm (Rao, 2009). A
swarm of particles in a multi-dimensional space is
simulated such that each particle possesses a position
and velocity. In each step, the positions of the particles
are updated according to that velocity. Each particle has
a memory holding its best position and is able to

X j (,i )  X j (i  1) V j (i )

V

j

(i )  V

j

communicate this position with either: 1) the whole
swarm so all individuals also know the global best
position ever found, or 2) with its neighbors. Particles
are able to adjust their velocities according to the best
positions they know (Weise, 2007). The application of
the PSO follows from expressions (18) and (19) and the
explanations below:

j  1, 2,..., N

(i  1)  c 1 r1 [ Pbest , j  X

(18)

j

(i  1)] , c 2 r2 [G best  X

j

(i  1)]
(19)

j  1, 2,..., N
where Xj (i) and Vj (i) are the coordinates and velocity
of jth particle in the ith iteration, respectively. It is notable
that in the first iteration, all particle velocities are
assumed to be zero. Pbest,j and Gbest denote the best
objective function historical value F [Xj (i)] encountered
by particle j and all particles in all the previous
iterations, respectively. c1 is the cognitive (individual)
and c2 is the social (group) learning rates and r1 and r2
are uniformly distributed random numbers in the range
from 0 to 1. The parameters c1 and c2 denote the relative
importance of the memory (position) of the particle
itself to the memory (position) of the swarm. The values
of c1 and c2 are usually assumed to be 2, so that c1r1 and
c2r2 ensure that the particles would overfly the target
about half the time. The inertia weight θ was originally
introduced by Shi and Eberhart (1999) to dampen the
velocities over time in order to speed up convergence to
true optimum. The larger values of θ promote global
exploration and the smaller values promote local search
(Rao, 2009).

highway in Tehran, as shown in Figure 12. Each span
has 19.85 m of length.
It is located in the zone of very high risk of
earthquake according to chapter 6 of Iran national code
of building on the soil profile type of very dense soil and
soft rock.

CASE STUDY

OpenSees Modeling
A two-dimensional model of the pier was developed
using OpenSees (Mazzoni et al., 2007). The OpenSees
non-linear DBE was used to develop the analytical
model of the column. An Elastic Beam-Column Element

Bridge Description
The subject bridge is a 2-span structure carrying
Ashrafiye Esfahani highway across the Niayesh
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Figure (12): Ashrafiye Esfahani-Niayesh bridge
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(EBCE) was used for the cap beam, as shown in Figure
13. A fiber section was assigned to the beam-column
elements to describe their nonlinear behavior. In the
fiber section, different constitutive relations are used for
the cover concrete, core concrete and steel
reinforcement fibers. A uniaxial material model with
isotropic strain hardening "Steel02" was used to

describe the behavior of the longitudinal reinforcement
(Andrawes et al., 2010). "Concrete 01" uniaxial material
was used for both confined and unconfined concrete
(Noguez et al., 2010). Mander's and Hafeez's models
were used to calculate confining effect on core concrete
by spirals and concrete jacket.

Figure (13): Analytical model of the pier in OpenSees and column's section
constraint has been violated. This procedure is repeated
until the optimum solution is reached. Figure 14 depicts
the convergence history for the optimum solution
obtained after 600 analyses, employing just 20 particles.
The values for the optimum cost and design variables are
listed in Table 3.

Optimization of Concrete Jacket
Initial evaluation revealed that the performance point
of bridge bent subjected to design earthquake with the
return period of 475 years is equal to 34.5 cm. Our
objective here is to retrofit the bent to the LS
performance level. The drift at the performance point is
higher than 0.02 which is needed for LS, according to
the ATC-40.
MATLAB code for PSO is utilized to get the
optimum solution for the concrete jacket. First random
number is generated. Then, a function divides the 0-1
span to the number of choices for each design variable
and finds the variable value according to the randomly
generated number. After that, MATLAB uses OpenSees
to obtain the pushover curve of the retrofitted pier.
Another function in MATLAB finds the performance
point according to procedure A in ATC-40. The cost
function is calculated and the result is penalized if the

Table 3. Jacket optimum results
variable
Thickness (cm)
Number of longitudinal bars
Size of longitudinal bar (mm)
Spiral size (mm)
Spiral spacing (cm)
Retrofit cost for each column (Rial)
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value
18
9
20
14
14
172752786
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In the first two iterations, the average cost of solution
which did not violate maximum drift constraint of 0.02
is considered the criterion cost of retrofitting which is
equal to 382,960,780 Rials for each column. According
to optimum solution obtained, the retrofit cost is about
half of base cost for retrofitting.
In order to check the plastic hinge rotation, first
moment-curvature analysis of pier is performed using
OpenSees, then the bilinear representation is developed
to get the ultimate and yield moment as shown in Figure
15. Results show that maximum plastic hinge rotation at
performance point is equal to 0.00166, which satisfies
the limitation.
Figure (14): Typical cost variation for the PSO

Figure (15): Moment-curvature analysis curve
CONCLUSIONS
This research represents the analytical retrofitting
study of five-column framed bent and its performance.
Since it is intended to retrofit the pier considering
performance levels, the stiffness of structure should
increase. So, the concrete jacketing method is used for
retrofitting. Performance-based design is a new
approach to engineering design. In this study, a new
method is proposed to retrofit columns considering
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performance levels. Incorporating meta-heuristic
optimization, an economical solution is obtained by
interaction of MATLAB and OpenSees software. It is
observed that an optimum 54.8% cost reduction was
achieved, consent to all practical design criteria, when
compared to an average non-violated design.
The performance-based seismic retrofit of the RC
bridge pier can be modeled as a constrained
optimization problem with the objective to minimize
construction cost based on the performance of

Jordan Journal of Civil Engineering, Volume 12, No. 4, 2018

earthquake at different levels. The penalty for violating
the constraints were combined with construction cost to
serve as the objective function of the optimization
algorithm. Since the model cannot be formulated in an
explicit mathematical function, a PSO with a penalty
function was chosen to be the optimization solver.
OpenSees software is implemented to model the pier

and perform pushover analysis. The pushover analysis
of columns using displacement-based elements is not
found to be exactly the same as those experimental
specimens reported in literature, but by increasing the
number of elements, the obtained pushover curve is in
good agreement with the experimental results.
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